This formula is used in §5 to prove the following, rather surprising, fact: If the multiplicities of the eigenvalues on (M, g) are the same as those of the standard sphere, then the numerical values of the eigenvalues are the same as those of the standard sphere. One can then use a well-known result of Berger [1] to prove Theorem 5.4. It is paraphrased here as follows. THEOREM 
Among surfaces of revolution which are diffeomorphic to S 2 , the constant curvature metric is completely characterized by the multiplicities of its eigenvalues.
Other "spectral characterization" theorems of this sort can be found in the literature (see Berger [1] , Briining and Heintze [4] , Cheng [5] , Goldberg and Gauchman [10], Obata [14] , and Patodi [15] ).
The result of Cheng is interesting in that it characterizes the standard sphere with a property of eigenfunctions rather than eigenvalues. He proves: The spheres in 3-dim Euclidean space are characterized by the fact that they have three first eigenfunctions with square sum equal to a constant. This is proved as Theorem 6.1.
I would like to thank Howard Fegan for his helpful comments during the preparation of this paper.
Preliminaries.
Let M be a surface of revolution which is diffeomorphic to S 2 and let U be the chart M\{np, sp} where np and sp are the poles of the axis of revolution. The usual form of the embedded metric on U is ds ® ds + r 2 (s) dθ ® dθ where s is the arclength along a generator. In this paper we make a change of variables transforming the metric on the chart U into the form
where (JC , θ) e (-1, 1) x [0, 2π). In order that M be diffeomorphic to S 2 , the function / e C°°(-l, 1) Π C°[-l, 1] must satisfy the following conditions:
/'(-I) = 2 =-/'(I). This metric has 2-volume equal to 4π and its Gauss curvature is given by JC(JC) = -\f"(x).
The standard (i.e. constant curvature) sphere is obtained by taking f(x) = 1 -x 2 and the metric in this case is denoted go.
The Laplace-Beltrami operator on U is given by 
The spectrum of (M,g).
The spectrum of (M, g) is the set of eigenvalues of -Δ. We denote this set of positive real numbers by the symbol Spec(-Δ). We will reduce the problem of finding Sρec(-Δ) to that of finding the spectrum of certain ordinary differential operators.
From formula (1.2) we see that an eigenfunction h e C°°(M) of -Δ with eigenvalue λ e Spec(-Δ) satisfies the partial differential equation:
{2Λ)
The S ι action on M induces irreducible representations of complex dimension 1 on each eigenspace E λ . These representations act via multiplication by εxp(ikθ) for k e Z; hence every eigenfunction h eE λ has an expansion (2.2) h{x ,Θ) =
7=1
Each of the real-valued functions Uj above is a solution of the ordinary differential equation 
where A is a constant depending on λ. We can now define Spec(L^) to be the eigenvalues of the problem (2.4) or (2.5) depending on whether k Φ 0 or k = 0. From formula (2.2) we see that λ e Spec(-Δ) implies that for some k e Z λ e Sρec(Z^ 
The reader should be aware that the set union in Proposition 2.1 is not, in general, disjoint as it fails to take into account multiplicities of eigenvalues. In fact, the extent to which this union fails to be disjoint occupies much of the upcoming discussion.
Of course, the multiplicity of λ is simply the dimension of Eχ (denoted diml^). The next two results produce an estimate for dimE λ . PROPOSITION 
Assume k Φ 0. A necessary condition for the existence of a non-trivial solution of"(2.4) is that k
Proof. Assume a solution u e C 2 (-l, 1) Π C°[-1, 1] exists for the boundary value problem (2.4). We may multiply equation (2.4) by u(x), rearrange the terms, and integrate by parts to obtain: Proof. By Proposition 2.1 there exists a k such that λ e Spec(Z^) and, since the solutions to (2.4) or (2.5) are unique, we need only count the number of integers satisfying the conclusion of Proposition 2.2. Let ko be the largest integer satisfying the inequality k 2 
Green's operators on (M, g). The inhomogeneous differential equation, L k υ = h, is a singular Sturm-Liouville equation and it is equivalent to a Fredholm integral equation whose integral operator has eigenvalues {1/Λ£
We will find it useful to formulate the equivalent integral equation, and this requires a discussion of Green's functions. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case k Φ 0.
The eigenfunctions for the case k Φ 0 vanish at the endpoints, so it is appropriate to restrict ourselves to the space T defined by: V ^o J\t) J j We can now define the Green's function by the formula:
s defined as the integral operator with (3.1) as its kernel. Explicitly,
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The operator defined in equation (3.2) inverts the differential operator L k in the following sense: PROPOSITION 
Let h e T. A function v e T is a solution of L k υ = h if and only if = Γ k (h)(x).
The proof is, mostly, a routine exercise in the theory of Green's functions. The standard proof can be found in Weinberger [16] and the details for this case, which involves improper integrals, can be found in Engman [7] .
And now it is easy to see that: Therefore, it has been shown that:
± ll(x,y)e(-l, l)x(-l, 1).
,y)<
For the second part of the proposition, observe that for a fixed x G (-1, 1) , lim y _ f _ 1 + Jy jl^y dt = oc because the order of the pole is 1. Now: The goal at this point is to obtain a double eigenfunction expansion for G^x, y). This can be accomplished after proving the following lemma. A similar proof can be found in Weinberger [16] . In the proof of the lemma we use the inner product on 
Proof. The proof is another routine exercise in the theory of Green's functions and is accomplished by applying Lemma 4.3 to the functions v{ζ) = G k (x, ξ) and ω(ξ) = G k (y, ξ) where we define i/(±l) = 0 = ω(±l). It suffices to show that /(ι/)
2 , /(ω') 2 , v 2 lf, and ω 2 // have, at worst, integrable singularities at -1 and 1 so that conditions (i) and (ii) of the lemma hold. The proof of this can be found in Engman [7] . The Fourier coefficients Cj for v, and dj for ω are given by 
Cj = (ιs,ui) = Γ k (u{)(x) = ±
Proof. This formula is obtained by putting y = x in the formula of Theorem 4.4 and then using Corollary 4.2. D
The reader should observe that Corollary 4.5 fails to hold at the endpoints because at these points the series sums to zero. 
*-' -
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It should be observed that formula (4.3) is simply a trace formula for the Green's operator I\ since the 7th eigenvalue of Γ^ is, of course, l/λ£, and the trace of such an operator is the sum of its eigenvalues. So we can reformulate (4.3) in the form: (4.4) trace(Γ^) = ± .
5 Characterizing S 2 with multiplicities. In this section we will use the formula (4.3) and the following theorem of Berger to characterize the standard sphere by the multiplicities of its eigenvalues. We only need this theorem for the case dim M = 2. The proof in the 2-dimensional case is quite simple. It uses the fact that the volume and Euler characteristic are determined by the spectrum via the asymptotic expansion of the heat kernel. Then the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is employed to show the curvature must be constant. (See Berger et al. [2] .)
Let's recall that λf denotes the mth eigenvalue for the operator Lk, so that λ\ is the minimal, non-zero eigenvalue for L k . The next result discusses the dependence of λ ι k on the index k. Proof. The proof is by induction on m. For the case m = 1 we have 7 = 0 and dimis^ = 3. As a result, it must be the case that λ\ = λ\ for some r. Now, suppose r Φ \. Then by the minimality of λ\ we must have λ\ < λ\ so that λ\ < λ\ for r > 1, but this contradicts Lemma 5.2. So λ\ = λ\ and the m = 1 case is finished. Now assume for all m e {1, ... , n} that λ m = Λ^ί for all 7 such that 0 < j < m -1. It must be proved that the conclusion holds for the case m = n + 1. Now, since dimls^ = 2(n + 1) + 1, there exist n+l n + 1 pairs (fc,, j\) GNXN such that &i < k2 < < A: n+ i, and A w+1 = Aj*' for all / E {1, ... , n + 1}. There are n + 1 of the distinct integers fc; so A: w+ i > n, and by the induction hypothesis there is no λ m for m < n, which is a type k n +\ eigenvalue. So it must be the case that j^ -1, and, therefore, λ n +\ = λί . Now we want to show that k n +\ = n +1. Suppose not; then fc n+1 > « + 1, and, as a result, one of two situations occurs. Either for some / < n + 1, kj = n + 1 and then 7^ = 1, so that or for some r > 1, λ ι n+x = λ n+r > λ n +i so that
In either situation the monotonicity theorem is contradicted, so we must have k n +χ = n + 1. And now, for i < n + I there is no other choice but to have k t = i. But we can re-index so that k x • = n + 1 -j.
With the use of the induction hypothesis it is easy to see that j^ = 7 + 1 in other words:
Λ π+1 = Λ^j . for all j such that 0 < j < n.
And the proof by induction is finished. D -;
and FΓΓ
The two series can be subtracted term by term, because of the absolute convergence, to obtain:
As a result, λj c = k(k + \) for all k eN. But these are the eigenvalues for the standard sphere and, since the multiplicities are those of the sphere, the Berger theorem, i.e. Theorem 5.1, finishes the proof. D
6.
A property of eigenfunctions which characterizes S
2
. The theorem of this section was discovered during a search for isospectral potentials for the Laplacian on surfaces of revolution.
The problem of finding the spectrum for -Δ plus a potential has been addressed by many authors including Fegan [8], Guillemin and Uribe [11], and Weinstein [17] . In the first two papers above, isospectral potentials for homogeneous spaces are found. In an example, the second paper addresses the problem on the standard S 2 . In this case, it is clear that their technique depends on the fact that products of highest weight eigenfunctions are also eigenfunctions. (In our notation these are the eigenfunctions u ι k .) So in an attempt to generalize these techniques to other surfaces of revolution one might ask, first of all, is the square of an eigenfunction also an eigenfunction? We found the answer to be no in every case except the standard sphere, and this leads to another characterization theorem. (Compare with Cheng [5] .)
The or equivalently, From equation (6.4) it can be shown that the eigenvalue η depends on λ as follows (see Engman [7] for a proof):
So that equation (6.4) /(x) = (l-x 2 ).
As we saw in § 1 this function gives us the standard metric, i.e. the one with Gauss curvature, κ(x) = 1. This ends the proof. D
